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The primary jurisdiction of a trade union is to campaign for and obtain better conditions for the workers it represents. However, unions have also become involved in disputes which do not fall within this traditional role. The trade union movement has developed an interest in social justice issues beyond those that directly affect its members. An early example of this is the Green Bans undertaken by the Builders’ Labourers’ Federation in the early 1970s. Trade unionist Jack Mundey, who coined the term ‘Green Ban’, described them as ‘the withdrawal of labour for social or environmental reasons.’1 Peak bodies such as the Queensland Council of Unions also lend their support to numerous social or environmental causes. Similarly, the Queensland Nurses’ Union (QNU) have placed a notable focus on social justice issues. According to their website: ‘The QNU has a firm commitment to facilitating action to achieve social change.’2 This paper will investigate one example of this; the Queensland Nurses’ Union’s involvement with the Indigenous Stolen Wages campaign in the 2000s. The paper will explain how the QNU came to be involved in the campaign, what it contributed and the outcome of its involvement.

The QNU was formed in 1982 as part of a reform of Queensland Nursing unionism. Separate councils were elected for the QNU and the Queensland branch of the Royal Australian Nursing Federation (RANF), formally separating the two organisations. The QNU held jurisdiction over state awards and the RANF over federal. The Union covers nurses and midwives working in the public or private sector including in aged care. Membership reaches throughout the state including regional and remote areas and the Torres Strait. By the QNU’s own account, ‘Nurses and midwives have a long and proud history of organisation on industrial, professional and environmental issues.’3 One need only look into the catalogue of The Queensland Nurse, the Union’s monthly magazine, for evidence of this. The magazines run articles on a number of issues including international awareness campaigns and charities.4 Similarly, archived copies of its website demonstrate a focus on social campaigns. One notable example, from the early 2000s was their campaign to end the detention of children and separation of families under the federal government’s asylum seeker policies.5 Others include the ‘Queensland is Not for Sale’ campaign against privatisation and the recent ‘Say Yes’ campaign in favour of the Gillard Government’s Carbon Tax.6

The QNU has a history of action on Indigenous issues. The most notable example is the 1985 campaign to achieve wage equality for Indigenous nurses. Throughout the 20th century and well into the 1980s, the Queensland government refused to fund award wages for its Indigenous employees.7 Consequently, Indigenous nurses continued to be paid considerably less than their
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non-Indigenous counterparts and were rarely awarded penalty rates. The QNU began a campaign in late 1984 to force the Queensland government to pay Indigenous nurses award wages. Union representatives lobbied Health Minister Brian Austin but it was a difficult campaign against the conservative Bjelke-Petersen government. Head of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs Pat Killoran was particularly resistant to the demands, citing budgetary restrictions as his main argument. Aboriginal Affairs Minister Bob Katter Jnr. was more responsive. Following initial lobbying efforts by the QNU, Katter warned, ‘If we were to persist in delaying the payment of award wages some very serious problems could arise.’ Concern over costly industrial action led Katter to make assurances that award wages would be paid, although this success was limited. As a result of the QNU’s lobbying in 1984 the cabinet directed the treasury to provide the funds to bring Aboriginal nurses in Health Department hospitals to award wages. However, this measure covered only seven hospitals and the nurses at the twenty Aboriginal or Islander hospitals in North Queensland and the Torres Strait did not share in the success. Having this history of awareness and responsiveness to Indigenous issues, particularly those related to wages and equality, sheds light on the QNU’s willingness to become involved with the Stolen Wages campaign even though that campaign did not directly affect its members.

The Stolen Wages Case was a campaign by Indigenous workers, primarily in the pastoral industry, and their descendants to receive compensation from the Queensland government for wages withheld and misappropriated between 1897 and 1972. During this period, Aboriginal people were not paid their wages directly. Instead, the majority of their wages were paid to a Government Protector to be held in trust, with a smaller percentage going to the Station Masters to be handed out as ‘pocket money’. This process was intended to protect Aboriginal people from being exploited by their employers, although in practice it led to different forms of exploitation. Dr Ros Kidd, the leading historian in the area of Stolen Wages, estimates that during this 75-year period approximately $500 million was withheld, a figure which Labor Premier Peter Beattie did not dispute. The Queensland government has been well aware of the Stolen Wages issue. Ruth Matchett, the Director General of the Department of Aboriginal and Islander Affairs from 1990-95, recalls a number of proposals for how to use the money remaining in the trust funds and how best to compensate the Aboriginal community. She claims that none of these proposals were acceptable to the government. In 1997 the Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services Secretariat (QAILSS) commenced research into these funds to determine how much was owed and whether there was sufficient evidence to commence legal proceedings. Subsequently, in early 2000, QAILSS began to seek negotiations with the State government. The Beattie government was responsive to negotiation attempts but elected to table discussions until after the
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On 9 May 2002, the QAILSS negotiation team, comprised of representatives of the major Aboriginal organisations in Queensland, met with Beattie and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs Minister Judy Spence. The previous year QAILSS had submitted a proposal of $180 million in reparations and were optimistic of realising that figure. However, as soon as the meeting commenced Beattie placed a $55.6 million ‘take it or leave it’ offer on the table with no room for negotiations. The reparations, known as the Indigenous Wages and Savings Reparations Scheme, were to be distributed in one off payments of between $2000 and $4000 to individuals who’d had their wages withheld. Beattie acknowledged that this figure was far lower than what had been stolen but considered that his offer was ‘generous’. Spence revealed that the government ‘acted on the advice that no money had been systematically stolen’, that the reparations were designed to ‘alleviate the hurt in Aboriginal communities’ and that they ‘paid as much as the government could afford.’ The offer was initially accepted by negotiation leader ‘Sugar’ Ray Robinson although many in the team were disappointed. Community response was mixed, with some believing the offer was ‘too little, too late’ and others believing it was the best that they could hope for. It was later argued that the sum was insufficient and accepted without proper community consultation. The Indigenous policy of the Beattie government generally has faced significant criticism because of its paternalism and lack of communication with the Indigenous community. Subsequently, the campaign was resumed to fight for higher rates of compensation and to include the descendants of affected individuals among those who were entitled to receive compensation.

During the early 2000s the QNU was already at odds with the Beattie Labor government over stalled enterprise bargaining negotiations. The heightened radicalism and discontent of its members in this period allowed the QNU to quickly become involved in the Stolen Wages case. The QNU entered into its fifth round of enterprise bargaining in 2002, and in the same year the QNU launched the ‘Nurses: Worth Looking After’ campaign in order to alleviate the nursing shortage by ‘rebuilding nursing as an attractive career option’. The QNU argued that an increase in wages was essential in order to attract new people to the profession and warned that it was prepared to use strikes and work bans to achieve its objectives. Engagement with the EB5 campaign was heavily encouraged in monthly magazine, The Queensland Nurse, with numerous dedicated articles in each issue during 2002 and 2003. The campaign involved work bans at about 100 hospitals as well as numerous strikes across the state. Involvement in protest activities typically creates a sense of
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camaraderie which can be used to mobilise members for other protest activities. This industrial action created a more radically mobilised membership, more willing and motivated to protest against the Queensland government. The QNU was disappointed by the outcome of the 2002 EBS campaign and a substantial pay increase was not achieved until 2005. Furthermore, the new agreement did not result in any real increase in nursing numbers. This led to feelings of disenchantment and frustration towards the Beattie government. Similarly, the Stolen Wages campaign was unsatisfied by the outcome of their compensation negotiations. This tense relationship with the State Government created an atmosphere which made the QNU more willing to become involved in campaigns against Government frugality such as the Stolen Wages campaign.

Throughout the Stolen Wages campaign the QNU was involved in many capacities. Prior to the Beattie government’s offer, unions gave support to the campaign in the form of legal assistance for claimants. A string of successful legal cases prompted the government to offer the compensation, a move that caused ‘a surge of support for Aboriginal workers in Queensland from unions and community groups across the country.’ The QCU, the peak body representing many unions including the QNU, declared its support for the Stolen Wages campaign in 2002. At a 2003 rally, QCU Secretary Grace Grace explained, ‘it is a wage justice issue, which is a union issue.’ In a 2014 interview, Grace recalls the process by which the QCU became involved: ‘We had an Indigenous industrial officer... I think they came to us for help straight away and I took it up straight away and we got involved straight away. I think it went to our executive, it got endorsed as us assisting. Really it was more to get the unions to understand the issue and to get their support as well.’

The QNU was one of these affiliated unions and provided a similar official endorsement. Support from the QNU provided a high level of legitimacy to the campaign because of the level of respect that the profession commands in Australian society. According to QNU research and policy developer, Liz Todhunter, ‘Because the community trusts and respects the profession when nurses speak out about an issue, the general public tends to listen.’ Following the 2002 offer the QNU and the union movement as a whole became more vocal. At a 2003 rally, QNU Assistant Secretary Beth Mohle declared, ‘On all of the levels, on an industrial level, social justice level and on a health level, the Queensland Nurses’ Union supports this campaign to see Stolen Wages properly paid to the Indigenous community of Queensland.’ She argued: ‘What the Queensland government is currently offering is insufficient to address this past injustice - surely this offer is not the action of a smart state or a fair state. We can, we must do better than the offer that is presently on the table.’ At the rally, the Queensland Council of Unions launched a post card campaign to raise awareness of the Stolen Wages issue, which was supported by the QNU as well as numerous other
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unions. The QNU encouraged engagement with the campaign among its members through their newsletter and website. Unions also participated by providing legal and political expertise and support to the campaign. In order for affected people to claim the $2000 or $4000 offered by the government, the onus fell upon those people to provide documentary evidence to support their claims. Union legal expertise was invaluable in supporting these claimants.

Despite the efforts of Indigenous communities and unions, the Stolen Wages campaign cannot be described as a success and is still ongoing. As of 2008, only $22 million of the agreed upon $55.6 million had been paid out. According to critiques, this failed distribution of funds was due to several reasons: the burden of proof falling on the claimant; the cap on payments; and the stipulation that accepting a payment required the forfeiting of any right to claim further compensation. The QNU has maintained an ongoing interest in the Stolen Wages campaign. A 2009 article in the Union’s magazine criticised the mechanisms in place for distributing the compensation and the decision regarding unspent monies. By 2009, when the payment’s had ended and much had not been claimed, the Bligh Labor government made the decision to begin a second round of payments to the sum of $14.6 million with the remaining, $21.1 million to be placed in a fund to support Indigenous education. The QCU and the QNU have criticised this decision as it ‘perpetuates the original injustice suffered by Indigenous workers and denies them the closure that Peter Beattie spoke of in 2002.’ As of 2014, the QCU continues to list the Stolen Wages Case as an active campaign although the QNU is no longer directly involved.

The QNU, however, remains active on social and Indigenous issues, some of them affecting its members and some relevant to the wider Indigenous community. The QNU has an interest in Indigenous health, including fighting to save jobs at The Torres Strait-Northern Peninsula Hospital and Health Service in Far North Queensland from the health cuts imposed by the Newman LNP government in 2013. Furthermore, several of their Indigenous members, including Beryl Meiklejohn and Dr Sally Goold have made significant academic contributions to Indigenous studies. Both academics have lectured in Indigenous health at Queensland University of Technology and Griffith University respectively. Beyond the concerns of its membership base, the QNU displays an interest in the wider concerns of the Indigenous community, with its website and magazine featuring information about Indigenous health, wages and conditions. Similarly, one of the key values on their website states, ‘The QNU respects the fact that indigenous Australians are the original owners of our land, and that reconciliation between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians is a vital goal.’ Furthermore, on 19 February 2013 the QNU signed a pledge to give their resources and support to Indigenous people fighting for land rights. These statements emphasise QNU’s ongoing commitment and support for Indigenous campaigns in Queensland.
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